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Preface
According the procurement plan under the Technical Assistance (TA) for implementation,
monitoring and control of the INTERREG IPA CBC Programme 2014-2020, in the 2020 year will
be launched a tender to solicit proposals for installation of the Info Module (System) The activity
derives from the descriptions within the Management and Control System (MCS) document in
force usage in the frame of the INTERREG IPA CBC Programme Greece – Republic of North
Macedonia 2014-2020, as described in Annex 8.1 Description of the First Level Control System
in Republic of North Macedonia, herewith as is stated:
‘’Alternatively, according to Article 23 of the Regulation (EU) 1299/2013 (ETC), the Member
States and third countries under certain conditions could bear responsibility for management
verifications. In that case, each member state and third country shall set up a control system
which will verify that the co-financed products and services have been delivered, the legality and
regularity of the expenditure declared by beneficiaries for operations which are carried out in its
territory and their compliance with the applicable EU and national law, the Cooperation
Programme and the conditions for support of the operation […]
For the verification of expenditure made by Beneficiaries located in Republic of North Macedonia,
the responsible institution is the Sector for EU (Operating Structure) Ministry of Local Self
Government (CFCU)[…] The National Authority (Ministry of Local Self Government) will develop
Information module for collection and storing data on the expenditures of the projects for each
reporting period. It can generate different reports on the projects financial implementation. This
module ensures appropriate transfer of information about the requested verifications, performed
verifications by FLC Controllers and control mechanisms. It shall allow the information about the
FLC and all respective correspondence with beneficiaries to reach all involved parties and shall
maintain appropriate audit trial of the FLC. The module shall store information such as requests
for FLC, invoices, procurement documentation and possibly others. Information about financial
cuts (including reasoning) must be included in the additional columns of the list of expenditure.
The work of FLC is documented in a control report and/or checklist (either directly in the system
or uploaded as unstructured data file). FLC reports and checklists must be downloadable. FLC
finalises their verification and confirms eligible expenditure in a form of FLC certificate.’’
Information Module and the aim of its installation has been introduced from the National Authority
(Ministry of Local Self Government) to IPA project beneficiaries during the training seminars on
financial management held in 2018 and to the Joint Monitoring Committee (JMC) of the
Programme when successively was adopted anonymously by the members during the 4th JMC
meeting held in Laimos Prespes (Greece) on November 8th, 2018.
Within the regular activities as being projected as under the Technical Assistance project in 2019,
commenced with launching the tender to solicit a proposal for drafting Functional and Technical
Specification seeking of qualified IT local experts/company for. The procedure took place by the
end of December 2019 right after the designation of the new NA’s Operating Structure of the
Programme.
Also, as described in the Terms of Reference (ToR) for this services, recommendations for new
technical infrastructure and hardware other than that currently were available in the National
Authority’s existing infrastructure was identified from the assigned IT exper t during the visit made
to the ministry’s premises in January 2020.
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1. Why using the ECMS Platform?
The ECMS Platform and final solutions bring new Information system in use in the Ministry of
Local Self Government, hereafter, the National Authority of the ETC Programmes in the Republic
of North Macedonia. The system as a useful tool, it will means a digital transformation of
administrative processes and services under the form of multidimensional data entry and
processing, analysis, statistics and forecasting, dynamic queries, storing data and reports.
The system will essentially vary as to cost, the capacity to integrate as many as possible
information components, respectively as addressed user type of the National Authority services
and conform the MCS description in force within the Programme.
The ECMS Platform includes listing all expectations regarding the National Authority’s
Performance of Objectives in the Programme in terms of effectiveness and efficiency in the
implementation, monitoring and control of the INTERREG IPA CBC Greece- Republic of North
Macedonia 2014-2020 Programme

2. Introduction about the ECMS
ECMS Platform solution could be the next step in achieving the holistic cross-organizational view
of the National Authority’s Structure under the EU Sector of the Ministry of Local Self Government.
It has the potential to deliver enormous payback although demands unprecedented collaboration
between IT expert, (provider of the services) and of designated Operating Structure staff within
the National Authority of the Programme.
Where ECMS Platform (Portals) is concerned, collaboration is not limited to departments within
the EU Sector but it also requires an integration of knowledge and data about almost everything
under the European Territorial Cooperation Programmes in particular, the INTERREG IPA CBC
Programme Greece- Republic of North Macedonia. The data concerning of approved and
contracted Projects, data of all actual IPA Project Partners (PPs) of the 1st CfPPs and later
including of the PPs of 2nd Call that implementing the projects in the frame of the INTERREG IPA
CBC Programme in the territory of the Republic of North Macedonia. Also, the designated First
Level Controllers (FLC), the Second Level Controllers, and mostly the Main Management Body
of the Programme, the Managing Authority (MA) and the Joint Secretariat (JS) of the Programme,
as well as the Joint Monitoring Committee (JMC) of the Programme and other clerical staff
(employees at all levels within the EU Sector within the Ministry of Local Self Government).
In order to succeed at ECMS Platform solution, the Ministry of Local Self Government must
nurture a cross-organizational collaborative culture in which everyone grasps and wo rks toward
the strategic vision of this State Institution.
ECMS Platform solution as a product of today vary from small business Information instruments
such as MS Access and Excel to middle ones such as Crystal Reports or complex suites such as
integrated Institution Resource Planning Information tools,
ECMS Platform solution recognized as an Enterprise Content Management System (ECMS),
allows clients to access all functionalities through web-based interface protected with SSL and
TLS encryption. application for alternative access through Windows computer and Mobile device.
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Since the ECSM Platform in the field of corporate data storage, organization, dissemination and
reporting in order to enhance the operation of a business is, we could consider ECMS Platform
as a tool with infinite variables. So it is essential to decide very carefully while choosing a ECMS
Platform solution. That is why this time a real comparative analysis is essential.

3. What we consider?
The first thing we dealt with is that whenever we decide for an ECMS Platform solution, the real
issue is the business which is true except that at the end of the day the technology has to work in
a day to day basis, and absorbing the bulk of information during the entire lifetime of the Interreg
IPA CBC Greece-Republic of North Macedonia 2014-2020 Programme.
In other words, it is happening too often that we find out halfway through an implementation that
certain requirements can't be met or processed timely governed by the Management and Control
System in force, in particular the FLC system installed in the country related to some technical,
administrative and financial procedures. So we must make sure that the technology we are
implementing fits the new IT infrastructure and software solution and its usage effectively from
the beginning when the system testing production is passed and lasting to 10 years’ period, at
least.
For example, as the simple IT tools in network we use so far, thus are not very effective in multiuser and/or multi-location environment settings in the EU Sector of the Ministry of Local Self
Government. Additional example is that the extremely considered valuable documents in original
provided by each of the IPA beneficiary whilst submitting it in the ministry’s archive and a
confidential information and other statistic data. The entire process of handling the paperwork
now an implemented ECMS solution must be able to accommodate and store all in.
Therefore, It is also have been taken under consideration that the system ECMS rely on, usually
are: enterprise system database, documentation, intellectual properties, and third -party
information. These are the sources of information that are effectively the reason for an ECMS
needs and they are often very diverse ranging from data stored in Excel and in Word documents.
But ECMS also relies on applications that business users are to capture and manipulate data in
the process of doing day-to-day business.
Finally, the data content becomes large amounts of useful stored data that needs to be accessed
in a concise and summarized way.
Some examples of these applications stored by ECMS are the levels of evaluation, monitoring
and control, and statistical data as well as the financial reports generated for:
i)
Project partners in-country (internal control)
ii)
Lead partners in-country (partner activities related to the project, have been verified and
certified by national FLC controls, EU co-financing has been forwarded to partner, National
co-financing has been paid in an accurate and timely fashion)
iii)
Project Partners declared expenditure are verified and certified by the National FLC
controllers, National co-financing has been paid in an accurate and timely fashion.
iv)
Communication toward more effective management verifications in -country ensuring
JS/MA checks and /or identifying irregularities (if any).
v)
Providing statistical data and information on financial matters of IPA projects ensuring
efficient implementation of Audit trial
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vi)

Ensuring accuracy on financial data for the IPA projects over sought by the Audit Authority
v.v.Group of Auditors (EDEL) ensuring data on the assessment of irregularities(if any)
and/or misunderstandings detected and other checks.
vii)
Ensuring project deliverables sampling of the IPA projects implemented in the country
over sought from the European Court of Auditors (OLAF).
As mentioned above, the data content needs mean that the choice of this tool it depends on
whether a simple reporting solution is required, or more in -depth functionalities (drill-down
capabilities and tools allowing end-users to design its own reports or to handle multi-user and
access control) are necessary.
The Available Budget is also a matter of costs. We considered the following costs:
• Upfront package costs;
• Annual maintenance costs or other ongoing licensing costs;
• Per-user license costs;
• Costs of hardware and infrastructure required;
• Costs of consultants and developers required in order to implement the solution and maintain it
in production;
• Costs of tying up internal resources (training delivery) in creating an ECMS solution.
In the software selection phase, matching NA Structure needs and constraints with software
features is the key to success. One of our best ways to ensure is to set up a list that weighs
benefits against costs:

Benefits
Save 2030 hours for end users per
year
Improve monitoring and control
mechanism
Offers quality and timely progress
and AIR reports/statistics
Save 60-70% of time for FLC and
the IPA beneficiaries’ hence
submitted documents
Improve archiving and filing
system and comes with good
supporting documentation

Score
+6

Human error brought at minimum
level
Score
TOTAL SCORE

+8

+9
+10
+7

+9

+49

Costs
85,000 Euro in software and
hardware required
12 days of trainings/ customization
needed
Unfamiliar users interface

Score
-8

Need group trainings for all IPA
beneficiaries, for FLCs on how to
use ECSM portals
Might be replaced with new
technology in the next 10 years, /
requiring new investments for
modifications to installed system
Fully electronic submissions of
documents
Score

-3

-6
-8

-3

-9
-37
+12

Scoring is from 10 to -10 for each item, where 10 is the highest score and -10 is the lowest score.
A total score above zero (0) shows that the Ministry of Local Self Government (National Authority
of the Programme), most likely will achieve an overall benefit by gaining with a new infrastructure,
hardware and software package.
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4. Components of the ECMS solution
The ECMS software solution consists of a number of components, complete and complementary
with each other, which ensure its proper running. At the logic level, the offered services are:
i. Intranet Application Platform-IAP usage solely for the needs of Operating Structure with the
National Authority of the ETC Programmes , as well as for the FLC Controllers, and for all IPA
beneficiaries of the 1st and 2nd CfPPS, thus implementing the projects in the frame of the
Interreg IPA CBC Programme Greece- Republic of North Macedonia 2014-2020.
ii. Web Application for Documents Management (eg Electronic Submission and Archiving) for all
IPA Beneficiaries and all designated FLC Controllers in the Programme as well as horizontal
services for procedures related to the submission of IPA beneficiary’s requests for both: prefinancing and of letters of guarantee to private entities and of national co-financing agreements
as well as requests for designation of the FLC Controllers in due course of verification of project
expenditures whilst implementation of projects.
iii. Business Intelligence Application (datamart)
iv. Training Applications [for (i) and (ii)]
Info module (system) will have installed an Information Security Management System that meets
the requirements of ISO / IEC 27001. The applicable security system will ensure the security,
integrity, and confidentiality of data/information and the verification of the sender's identity in
accordance with Article 122 paragraph 3, Article 125 paragraph 4 point d), Article 125 paragraph
8 and Article 140 of Regulation (EU) No. 1303/2013.
Moreover, during the processing of information, the protection of the privacy of personal data of
individuals, and the protection of commercial confidentiality of legal persons will be ensured.

5 SERVER and FIREWALL
5.1.
Type : Tower server
Processor: 2 x 8-core processor, minimum 2.10 GHz, 11 MB L3 cache and 85W
Memory: min.64GB DDR4-2666 R ECC min. 12 memory slots,
Up to 768 TB of memory expansion
Internal drives :


min. 4xHD SAS 12G 1.2TB 10K 512n HOT PL 3.5' EP



min.4xHD SAS 12G 2TB 7.2K HOT PL 3.5' BC

Upgrade to 12 x 3.5 ”HDD
RAID controller min. 0/1/10/5/50/6/60 support box for SAS and SATA drives and 2GB cache.
Battery for RAID controller with TFM module
Network interface :
Min.PLAN CP 4x1Gbit Cu Intel I350-T41Gb
Interface min:
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7 x USB 3.0 (2x front, 4 x rear, 1x internal (type A)



Graphics (15-pin) 1 x VGA

Serial (9-pin) 1 x optional
Expansion slots min:



PCI-Express 3.0 x8 - 5 x Full height
PCI-Express 3.0 x16 - 3 x Full height

PCI-slots x 1
Optical DVD Recorder
Option for a full size external graphics adapter
Power supply:
2 x hot-plug PSU 450W with 94% efficiency with voltage cables
Includes USB keyboard and mouse
All necessary cables to be included
Remote server monitoring, server management software: Browser Access, Power Management,
Network Bonding, SNMPv1 / v2c / v3 support, Virtual media
Server operating system with support for two 8-core processors and two virtual servers. Support
over 50 users. Minimal version of 2016. WINSVR 2016 STD 16Core 2VM
Warranty : 3 years from manufacturer
5.2.

Advanced Unified Threat Management Firewall

Interfaces:


10x 10/100/1000 ports
(at least 3 WAN ports and 2 DMZ ports)



2x USB ports (capable for 4G/LTE WAN failover)

1x modular expansion slot
Performance:


firewall inspection throughput at least 1.9 Gbps



application control throughput of at least 1.8 Gbps



application control and IPS throughput of at least 1.2 Gbps



full DPI throughput of at least 300 Mbps



support for at least 12.000 new connections per second



support for at least 125.000 DPI connections



support for at least 150.000 SPI connections



support for at least 200 SSL VPN connections

Security Services :


deep packet Inspection services (at least gateway anti-virus, anti-Spyware, intrusion
prevention, DPI SSL)



content filtering services (HTTP URL, HTTPS IP, keyword and content scanning,
comprehensive filtering based on file types such as ActiveX, Java, Cookies, allow/forbid
lists
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Cloud anti-virus malware protection



gateway anti-virus



gateway antispyware



gateway anti-malware service



application control



capture advanced threat protection

All security services have to be valid for 3 years
VPN services:


Site-to-site VPN tunnels



IPSec VPN clients



SSL VPN



Certificate support (Verisign, Thawte, Cybertrust, RSA Keon, SCEP)

Mobile Connect (OS, Mac OS X, Windows, Chrome, Android, Kindle Fire)
Networking services:


NAT modes (1:1, 1:many, many:1, many:many, flexible NAT, PAT, transparent mode)



Routing protocols (BGP, OSPF, RIPv1/v2, static routes, policy-based routing)



QoS (bandwidth priority, max bandwidth, guaranteed bandwidth, DSCP marking,
802.1e)

Authentication (LDAP (multiple domains), XAUTH/RADIUS, SSO, internal user database,
Terminal Services)
3 year on-site warranty from manufacturer

6. Conclusion
The on-line application platform with Enterprise Content Management System (ECMS) solution
will provide fast and accurate information to responsible Management Body in -country namely, to
the National Authority of the Programme and to decision-makers about implementation monitoring
and control system in the Programme. The system will process and store all information on project
stages and the document lifecycle of active projects implemented in the frame of the INTERREG
IPA CBC Programme Greece-Republic of North Macedonia 2014-2020 in terms of:
 Registration of projects, List of projects, acronyms, PPs, Objectives, Deliverables,
expected outputs/results, budget contracted, Partners budget per AF in force
 Registration of contact details of project partners, the IPA beneficiaries
 Registration and management of approved and contracted projects, including
o Uploading the Application form in force
o Project registration
o Tracking of expenses and payments
o Document management, including scanning and conversion (if necessary)
o Electronic archiving of documents in accordance with applicable law in country
o Organization of documents and classification
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o Electronic submission of requests for pre-financing, for national co-financing and
for FLC designation and processes in-house related to NA services to IPA
beneficiaries
o Lifecycle management of documents
Reporting for irregularities, registrations
Electronic and digital signing of documents

The main benefit of the newly implemented system should be a significant improvement of
employee’s (NA’s Operating Structure designated staff) efficiency, decreasing of daily work
expenses, as well as complete and accurate monitoring and control of documentation s and
information related to implementation of the IPA projects and FLC verification procedures set up
in a country as ruled by the Management and Control System (MCS) of the Programme – Annex
8.1 Description of the FLC system in Republic of North Macedonia.
Moreover, the system should provide various management reports based on legal and financial
information collected from the IPA projects, which will provide fast and accurate informing and
improvement of decision making within the National Authority of the Prog ramme, the Ministry of
Local Self Government in the Republic of North Macedonia.
Here below is illustrated the entire lifecycle of the management system operations in the country:

National Authority of the Programme namely, Ministry of Local Self Government in the Republic
of North Macedonia will be responsible institution for the system operation. It will support the
programme operations and implementation of the overall rules of procedures described in the
Management and Control System (MCS) in force, including electronic data exchange among the
relevant Authorities/bodies (IPA Beneficiaries, FLC Controllers, Managing Authority / Joint
Secretariat, National Authorities, Certifying Authority, Audit Authority, European Commission).
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Concerning the payments to stakeholders made across the accounting system of the Ministry of
Local Self Government, the system will have a monitoring mechanism inside the digital process,
a tracking system of evidence for the reimbursements made in terms of national co-financing and
of the payments related to FLC controllers.
In general, the data enter and storing in the system will concern the procedures of submissions
of IPA beneficiaries’ requests for pre-financing, payments of national co-financing, management
verification, FLC procedure in-country, management, and control of the ETC Objectives of the
Ministry of Local Self Government and Operations level. The design of the information module
will ensure:
 managing of information from the highest level (CP) to the lowest level (indicative: Project /
Country / Lead Beneficiary / Beneficiary /Certificates of Expenditures / Categories of
Expenditure / Deliverables /) in the Republic of North Macedonia.
 coverage of all the management procedures, in the framework of implementation of the
Programmes and Operations.
 coverage of all dimensions of management, including economic and physical scope, time
schedule, administrative and institutional framework
 the coverage of its operating rules, concerning the data which are to be included and affect the
payment claims (as determined by the Certifying Authority of the Programme), in order for the
Information module to be a sound and acceptable accounting system both to the Audit
Authority of the Programme and to itself as a State Institution, respectfully the National
Legislation in Republic of North Macedonia.
 conducting of management procedures in an electronic - automated way (eg Electronic
Submission for all IPA Beneficiaries and FLC controllers in country)
 recording of the audit trail
 interconnection with other information systems for electronic data exchange
 reduction of the administrative burden
 reduction of the likelihood of errors or delays caused of the human negligence
 electronic exchange of information with the Managing Authority/Joint Secretariat of the
Programme
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